Praise for:

Hatter M: Mad With Wonder

“Author Frank Beddor's bold re-imagining of the Alice
in Wonderland mythos gains a brilliant new chapter in
this second graphic novel. Beddor and returning cowriter Liz Cavalier do a fine job of enriching his
characterization here and also offset his serious tone
with some humorous situations that add just the right
touch of lightheartedness to his fantastic tale.”

“Frank has great style of writing and from the looks
of things he is the Jack White of the book world…”

“This is a must read series.”

“Whether you're intimately familiar with the realm, or have not yet
found the joys of Wonderland, HATTER M: MAD WITH WONDER
is a unique take on a classic and is definitely worth checking out.”

“Madigan is a sort of steampunk samurai, a
trenchcoated master of blades, armed with a top hat
that makes Oddjob’s bowler look like a Frisbee. Those
unfamiliar with The Looking Glass Wars will find their
curiosity piqued by the Hatter M comics–they’ll want
to “follow the glow” into the more detailed world of
the novel trilogy. A new, darker, more dangerous
Wonderland awaits.”

“The exciting quest of Hatter M. returns with
extraordinary wonder! These historical subplots
provide an exceptional read of a heroic character on a
quest for honor and hope with maniacal and whimsical
characters. This is an impressive companion to all of
Frank Beddor’s extraordinary novels…”

COMIC STORY ARC
“The second one, Mad with Wonder (by Beddor, Cavalier and
Makkonen), has actually ratcheted up the fun factor and has an
even more wicked sense of humor. The atmosphere, especially
in the asylum, and the figural work are so beautifully stylized
that they scratch the malleable surface of the surreal at times,
making for a deep and at times deeply disturbing experience

that feels like actually being shanghaied into a different world.
There’s an uneasiness at the periphery of every panel, madness
beneath the smiles of every figure, a sense of true darkness
lingering at the edge of every action and motive.”

“… Sami Makkonen was an inspired choice. I had
never heard of the artist before but was blown away
by his blend of detail, ambiance and surrealism. In
short, Mr. Beddor picked a winner with Sami
Makkonen whose work instantly improved the visual
side of the Hatter M graphic novels… the book is
loaded with awesome extras…”

Fantasy Book Critic

“I have to say that I've been impressed overall with
Beddor's actualizing "Looking Glass Wars" via a
transmedia approach. All of the components (prose work,
graphic novels, webcomics, MMO and soundtrack) work
very well independently but also tie numerous threads
together to form a larger tapestry.

“The blending of fact and fiction made this book
very magical. I loved Mad with Wonder. The
ending made me wonder what happens next and
made me anxious for the next book!”

FISHMUFFINS OF DOOM

“…illustrated in stunning fashion by newcomer Sami
Makkonen. To anyone who thought that the second book
would be lacking without Ben Templesmith’s art, I can
assure you that it isn’t. Makkonen steps in and does lovely
work. Each page is a visual delight…”

